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Résumé : Physical activity (PA) is important for individuals living with type 1 diabetes (T1D) due to its various health benefits. 

Nonetheless, maintaining adequate glycemic control around PA remains a challenge for many individuals living with T1D 

because of the difficulty to properly manage circulating insulin levels around PA. While the most common problem is increased 

incidence of hypoglycemia during and after most types of PA, hyperglycemia can also occur. Accordingly, a large proportion of 

people living with T1D are sedentary partly due to the fear of PA-associated hypoglycemia.  Continuous subcutaneous insulin 

infusion (CSII) offers a higher precision and flexibility to adjust insulin basal rates and boluses according to the individual’s 

specific needs around PA practice. Indeed, for physically active patients with T1D, CSII can be a preferred option to facilitate 

glucose regulation. To our knowledge, there are no guidelines to manage exercise-induced hypoglycemia during PA, specifically 

for individuals living with T1D and using CSII. This review highlights the current state of knowledge on exercise-related glucose 

variations, especially the hypoglycemic risk as well as its underlying physiology. Further, we detail the current 

recommendations for insulin modulations according to the different PA modalities (type, intensity, duration, frequency) in 

individuals living with T1D using CSII. 
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Introduction 

Type 1 diabetes (T1D) is a chronic condition caused by the autoimmune destruction of the insulin producing pancreatic 

beta cells that requires life-long insulin replacement treatment therapy. Intensive insulin therapy can be implemented using 

multiple daily injections (MDI) or continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion (CSII) also known as insulin pump therapy  (1). CSII 

provides increased flexibility for insulin dosing and is becoming an increasingly popular option among people living with T1D. 

Nonetheless, this method presents certain drawbacks including higher costs, technological issues such as catheter 

replacements, and pump visibility  (2,3). In contrast to the fixed rates delivered by long-acting insulin pens/syringes, the basal 

rate insulin infusion with CSII can be frequently adjusted throughout the day according to individual’s needs and activity levels. 

Thus, as physical activity (PA) is associated with rapid changes for insulin needs, this CSII feature is of particular interest for 

active people living with T1D, including children and adolescents.  

Regular PA is highly recommended as it can contribute to meet key therapeutic objectives in T1D including the reduction 

of chronic hyperglycemia and hypoglycemic events (4).  Moreover, by improving insulin sensitivity, physical fitness, endothelial 

function, body composition and lipid levels, PA can be effective at limiting diabetes-related complications (5). Regular PA is 

also associated with psychosocial benefits such as overall well-being, improved quality of life and decreased stress and anxiety 

(6). However, despite these benefits, over 60% of individuals living with T1D are not meeting the current PA guidelines (7,8) 

mainly because of the fear of hypoglycemia and difficulty to maintain optimal glucose control during and after PA (9). In 

addition to the absence of endogenous insulin secretion, individuals with T1D also experience other endocrine disturbances 

such as dysregulated secretion of counterregulatory hormones (e.g., glucagon and epinephrine) putting them at very high risk 

of PA-associated glucose fluctuations, especially hypoglycemic episodes (10). Previously, MacDonald et al. (11) showed that 

the risk of PA-associated hypoglycemia remains elevated for up to 31-h after exercise. Over that period, insulin sensitivity is 

increased and some counterregulatory mechanisms are blunted which together limit the metabolic defenses against 

hypoglycemia (12). The fact that blood glucose responses vary depending on the type, intensity, timing, and duration of PA, 

largely explain the difficulty of people living with T1D to predict and avoid extreme glucose fluctuations (13).  

So far, the most common strategies to improve glucose control during and after PA has been focused on modulating 

insulin injection and carbohydrate (CHO) intake around PA sessions. With aerobic PA, patients usually require less insulin (basal 

and/or meal insulin) and/or additional CHO intake, while for moderate to high intensity anaerobic PA, small extra doses of 

insulin might be necessary with or without the addition of CHO (14). Indeed, continuous aerobic moderate-intensity (MOD) 

exercise (e.g. running, swimming, cycling) is known to induce progressive blood glucose lowering, whereas anaerobic PA (e.g., 

resistance training, gymnastics) or mixed activities (e.g., high-intensity intermittent exercise ‘HIE’: Tennis, basketball, 
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volleyball) are often associated with a higher risk of hyperglycemia during exercise (14–18) (figure 2). In addition to the risk of 

hyperglycemia during mixed and anaerobic activities, hypoglycemia can occur during recovery when exercise is performed in 

the post-absorptive state (19). In the hours following a PA session, glucose is diverted from the blood to restore hepatic and 

muscle glycogen content, putting individuals living with T1D at higher risk of hypoglycemia. Additionally, if the PA session is 

performed in the evening, this transition period where the risk of hypoglycemia is increased will frequently occur overnight at 

a time when hypoglycemic detection is altered (20).  

For individuals living with T1D who want to participate in regular PA, several factors starting ahead of PA and extending 

largely after need to be considered, which can easily become tedious and discourage them from staying active.  

 

The current review aims to summarize the available literature on PA for CSII users with a focus on 1) the key factors 

implicated in PA-associated glucose fluctuations and 2) the available strategies to minimize PA-associated glucose fluctuations 

depending on the chosen type, intensity, duration and timing of PA.   

 

Mechanisms of PA-induced glycemic dysregulations in T1D 

PA represents a physiological stressor that disrupts glucose homeostasis and energy needs according to its type and 

modalities. During PA, glucose utilization from the circulation and glycogen stores is upregulated to meet the energy demand 

of the working muscles (15). In addition, the metabolic benefits expand largely beyond the PA period as the muscles will 

replenish their glycogen stores and insulin sensitivity will be improved for several hours. 

 

In individuals without T1D, the secretion of insulin during most types of PA is rapidly suppressed while that of glucose 

counterregulatory hormones (e.g., glucagon, catecholamines, growth hormone and cortisol) is increased allowing hepatic 

glucose production to match the elevated muscle glucose disposal rate and minimize glucose fluctuations (21). In individuals 

with T1D, the inability to reduce circulating insulin levels once insulin has been administrated along with defective 

counterregulatory hormones responses in conditions of glucose lowering greatly increase the risks of hypoglycemia during and 

after PA. In some instances of very high intensity PA, counterregulatory hormones have been shown to induce hyperglycemia 

while endogenous insulin secretion is not possible (22). Since all types of PA enhance insulin sensitivity for 12-18 hours, the 

risk of hypoglycemia extends to the following overnight hours (14). The underlying mechanisms of PA-induced hypoglycemia 

are well understood (10,23). In individuals without T1D, several physiological adaptations occur during PA including increase 

in blood flow, insulin and glucose delivery to skeletal muscle. Moreover, muscle contractions enhance insulin receptor 
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sensitivity and stimulate glucose-transporter 4 (GLUT-4) translocation both translating into glucose uptake upregulation (24). 

In addition, PA and/or stress (e.g., competition) increase the sympathetic nervous activity which has an inhibitory effect on 

insulin secretion and stimulates hepatic glucose production limiting the risk of hypoglycemia (25). A key regulator of all these 

mechanisms is the ability of individuals without T1D to rapidly reduce endogenous insulin secretion after PA onset (26).  

Conversely, in people living with T1D, without anticipated action, exogenous insulin is not reduced with PA and glucose 

utilization is further increased while hepatic glucose production is inhibited, resulting in a rapid glucose decrease (27). In 

addition, counterregulatory hormones regulation is frequently altered in individuals with T1D while the remaining 

counterregulatory hormone regulation is both inhibited and can be largely insufficient in a context of relative or absolute 

hyperinsulinemia (28). Some of these abnormalities are further exacerbated by PA as low-moderate intensity exercise causes 

a significantly blunted increase in epinephrine, lipolysis and other factors that constitute the adrenergic response generated 

by a hypoglycemic episode (29). Finally, during PA, increased blood circulation favours the subcutaneous absorption of insulin 

which can thus increase, further exacerbating the risk of hypoglycemia (14) (figure 1).  

 

Figure 1 Mechanisms of glycemic dysregulation during exercise: (1) Increased blood flow (2) Enhanced Insulin sensitivity and 

glucose transporter 4 translocation by muscle contraction (3) Upregulated glucose uptake (4) Possibly high levels of circulating 

insulin if lowering basal insulin delivery is not applied  before and/or during PA (5) further increase of glucose utilization (6) 

inhibited hepatic glucose production resulting in a rapid glucose decrease (7) altered counterregulatory response while the 

remaining counterregulatory response is both inhibited and can be largely insufficient in a context of relative or absolute 

hyperinsulinemia.  
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As reported by Diabetes Canada (30), PA are often classified into two major types, each displaying specific effects on 

blood glucose levels (figure 2) :                                                                                                                                        1) Aerobic PA 

(continuous low-to-moderate intensity exercise, e.g., jogging, running, swimming, cycling, etc. and  HIE PA). In the current 

review we will refer to this type of exercise as ‘aerobic’ for simplicity, even though when achieved at a very high intensity, 

such as with HIE PA, it also includes some anaerobic PA.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

2) Anaerobic PA (e.g., resistance exercise, sprint, etc.). However, most activities rely on the interplay between both aerobic 

and anaerobic PA (e.g., mixed activities).  
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Figure 2 Organigram describing the hypoglycemic risk depending on the type and intensity of PA 

 

PA can also be classified as post-prandial when performed within 2-3 hours following a meal or post-absorptive 

otherwise. During the post-prandial period, monosaccharides are absorbed and released into the bloodstream followed by the 

post-absorptive period during which glucose levels are maintained through hepatic gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis. A 

good understanding of the physiological effects associated with the different types of PA is important in order to choose the 

optimal strategy to regulate blood glucose levels around PA in individuals with T1D using CSII. 
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Low-to-moderate intensity continuous PA remains the most practiced type of PA by individuals with T1D and is 

associated with an increased risk of PA-induced hypoglycemia during and for up to 11-h after PA (31). Riddell et al. (32) reported 

that when no strategy was applied to minimize the drop in blood glucose levels, the incidence of exercise-induced 

hypoglycemia reached ~44%. Their research also indicated that higher blood glucose levels at the onset of exercise were 

associated with greater glucose reduction during and after exercise but resulted in less hypoglycemic events overall, a finding 

that has not been observed in another study (33).  

High intensity PA (>75% of VO2max) and anaerobic PA are usually associated with a lesser drop in blood glucose levels 

due to a higher release in catecholamines and glucose from the liver that can meet or even exceed muscle glucose’s need 

(34,35). Though the counterregulatory hormonal response is frequently defective in individuals living with T1D performing low-

to-moderate intensity PA, it is usually preserved during high intensity sessions (36). Indeed, glucose production will increase 

up to eight fold and  glucose utilization will increase up to three fold (37,38). In individuals without T1D, insulin levels following 

exercise will increase to restore euglycemia. However, in individuals with T1D, the inability to increase insulin levels 

endogenously can induce prolonged hyperglycemia (38) if there is no insulin administration. Such scenarios do not protect 

from late-onset hypoglycemia as muscle glucose utilization also remains elevated in subsequent hours (35).  

Intermittent high intensity PA (HIE) consists of continuous moderate intensity PA interspersed with short bouts of 

very intense effort (≥85% of VO2max). During HIE, the drop in blood glucose levels induced by moderate intensity PA is limited 

by the stimulation of counterregulatory hormone secretion (39).  

Thus, in people living with T1D, six key factors modulate glucose fluctuations during PA: 

1. The type of PA with moderate intensity aerobic exercise mainly increasing hypoglycemic risk during PA and anaerobic 

exercise or high intensity aerobic exercise inducing hyperglycemia during PA. Both types of PA are associated with an 

increased risk of late-onset hypoglycemia.  

2. The duration of PA as the body becomes more dependent on plasma glucose with prolonged PA (>60-min) (40). 

3. The intensity of PA as it impacts the balance between muscle glucose utilization and hepatic glucose production in 

response to some counterregulatory hormones.  

4. The timing of PA during the day and the consumption of the last meal prior to PA also need to be considered since 

they have a major impact on the availability of glucose from the gut and active insulin from the last bolus.   

5. Blood glucose levels at PA onset can have a buffering effect (e.g. close to 10.0 mmol/L) which will limit the risk of 

hypoglycemia during PA. Although, blood glucose levels should not be too high (e.g. > 15.0 mmol/L), at the risk of 

reaching a critical point where active insulin becomes insufficient thus increasing the risk of hyperglycemia and 

ketosis. 

6. Active or ‘on-board’ insulin must be taken into consideration prior to engaging in exercise. 
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Strategies to reduce the risk of PA-induced hypoglycemia 

Several strategies to prevent PA-induced hypoglycemia exist, but it is often difficult for individuals with T1D to 

determine which one is the most appropriate to apply depending on the type, duration, intensity, period of PA (e.g. post-

prandial or post-absorptive PA) and interindividual differences in responsiveness. Most studies have addressed aerobic PA, but 

where applicable, we will address other types of PA. 

 

 PA without anticipation 

In a pediatric population it was reported that as compared to continued CSII, suspending CSII at the start of a 75-min 

post-absorptive MOD, the frequency of hypoglycemic events was limited (16%), but not eliminated (41). Other studies have 

compared significant basal rate reduction (BRR) to no change in CSII settings. Franc et al. (42) reported that reducing insulin 

basal rate by 80% at the beginning of a 30 min MOD session performed 3-h after the last meal and kept at such level for 2-h 

after PA also limited the risk of PA-induced hypoglycemia by 55%. Admon et al. (43) found that a 50% BRR or CSII suspension  

at the beginning of a 40-min MOD session started 2-h after the last meal limited the risk of hypoglycemia as well. It was 

reported that with a 50% BRR 5-min prior to a 45-min MOD session (55% VO2max), the time spent in hypoglycemia during and 

after PA was limited but not suppressed (10% and 8%, respectively) as compared to glucose tablet ingestion (0% and 8%, 

respectively) and mini dose glucagon (1% and 6%, respectively) (44). One could speculate that with longer PA, these BRR might 

delay, but not reduce hypoglycemic risk. Indeed, among individuals living with T1D and exercising regularly, most PA sessions 

last 1h or more (45) but data in such condition are currently lacking. 

For unplanned PA, CHO supplementation before and/during PA is often one of the simplest solutions, but the 

modalities such as the optimal amount and timing of CHO intake have not been well studied. Thus, there is a risk of 

overcompensation with excessive CHO intake and rebound hyperglycemia, especially during intense PA and immediately after. 

CHO consumption could also contribute to undesired weight gain or limit weight loss attempts and possibly worsen individuals 

with T1D’s glycated hemoglobin (A1c) levels (46). Recommended amount of CHO intake for activities lasting from 30-60-min 

ranges widely from 10-15 g per hour of activity for athletes to 15-30 g per 30-min for recreational activities (14). However, the 

glucose threshold before or during PA at which CHO intake should be prescribed to prevent hypoglycemia can be a 

controversial point. While some studies have suggested that values above 7.0 mmol/L might be protective (14), a new position 

statement (47) reported that with a glucose threshold of 7.0 mmol/L associated with a horizontal trend arrow, 10-15 g of CHO 

should be consumed. 

PA with anticipation 
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 PA undertaken in the post-prandial period 

Individuals using CSII have the option of reducing insulin basal rate delivery which allows a more precise insulin 

adjustment than with MDI regimens. Although this approach was extensively tested in post-absorptive period (see below: ‘PA 

undertaken in the post-absorptive period’) we are not aware of any studies that have investigated if reducing basal rate should 

be combined with a meal bolus reduction. Although, Franc et al. (42) have compared the effect of meal bolus reduction with 

insulin BRR and found a favorable trend for meal bolus reduction when MOD was undertaken within 90-min after the meal. 

However, this study did not aim to combine meal bolus and BRR strategies. Most studies have tested PA undertaken 90-min 

after a meal and to our knowledge no data is available to confirm if general guidelines about meal bolus reduction should be 

adapted if PA is undertaken earlier or later than 90-min after a meal. Reducing meal bolus is also an important option when 

exercise is performed in the post-prandial state for individuals with T1D using either MDI or CSII. For an MOD session starting 

90-min after a meal, the proportion of the reduction should be adapted to the duration and intensity of PA (Table 1) (47). It 

should be noted that, though this meal-bolus reduction strategy allows to reduce pre-PA hypoglycemic risk, it can be associated 

with a post-PA hyperglycemic trend (47). 

 

PA undertaken in the post-absorptive period 

Studies using CSII suspension or BRR at the start of PA failed to eliminate hypoglycemia (41,43,48). Based on available 

rapid-acting insulin analog pharmacokinetics, anticipated BRR would be needed to reproduce the desired lower insulin levels 

at the time of PA. For practical reasons, the shorter the time needed to anticipate PA and modify CSII setting, the better. Thus, 

Roy Fleming et al. (33) found a trend toward fewer hypoglycemic events occurring late towards the end of the PA sessions 

when an 80% BRR was applied 40-min prior PA onset, suggesting that earlier time-points should be tested (table 2). McAuley 

et al. (49) investigated the effect of a 50% insulin BRR, 60-min prior to performing a 30-min moderate intensity cycling and 

found a protective effect when pre-exercise blood glucose was above 5.0 mmol/L, but as mentioned above, the short duration 

of PA session might limit the applicability of this finding (table 2). Implementing BRR by 50 or 80%, 90-min prior to a 60-min PA 

session starting 3-h after the last meal significantly reduced hypoglycemic risk compared to CSII suspension at PA onset (table 

2) (16). 

The downside of such prolonged insulin BRR is that it increases the risk of hyperglycemia before PA and even more in 

the immediate (1-2 hours) post-PA period (3). However, post-PA hyperglycemia tends to be lower in individuals using CSII 

compared to MDI (50). A recent proof of concept study suggested that for prolonged training, CSII basal rate could be partially 

replaced by a long-acting basal insulin Degludec. This would allow CSII suspension or disconnection 60 min before PA and 
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reconnected immediately after PA. Using this approach could reduce post-PA hyperglycemia (51). Such an approach could be 

useful in situations where CSII cannot be used (e.g. prolonged swimming, scuba diving, martial arts, etc.).  

 Overall, when PA is unplanned, BRR can only be made at the start of PA and/or during the recovery period. In the context 

of continuous moderate intensity aerobic PA of 45-min or shorter, pump suspension at exercise onset seems to be the best 

strategy. Ideally, an 80% BRR should be set at least 60-90 min before the onset of exercise to reduce circulating insulin levels 

given the pharmacokinetics of available insulin formulations. However, this type of BRR requires significant anticipation of PA 

and may not be feasible in many situations. These strategies can be combined with CHO intake. 

 

Strategies to reduce the risk of PA-induced hyperglycemia  

During high-intensity PA, individuals living with T1D can experience a rise in blood glucose levels. Therefore, for this 

type of PA, it would be suitable to propose less or no insulin BRR as compared to continuous moderate PA. It has been proposed 

in individuals living with T1D using CSII to reduce by 50% their insulin basal rate 60-min before PA onset (45-min of resistance 

exercise vs. 45-min of 60% VO2max aerobic exercise) until the end of PA (13). Importantly, while glucose levels drop less during 

resistance than during aerobic continuous sessions, the risk of late-onset PA-induced hypoglycemia was two times higher after 

the resistance sessions (13). Although the risk of late-onset PA-related hypoglycemia is present, it was reported that performing 

resistance PA prior to aerobic PA significantly reduced glycemic variability throughout PA (52). Furthermore, Reddy et al. (53) 

suggested that acute resistance PA was more efficient than acute aerobic PA to improve overall glucose control in adults with 

T1D using CSII. Results indicated that the time spent within glycemic target range was improved by 14.6% after resistance PA 

and the time spent in hyperglycemia was also significantly reduced (-16%) during the 24-h following the PA session (53). 

However, this study only investigated the acute effects of these PA sessions. 

Another study reported that basal insulin suspension at the onset of PA led to a greater reduction in glycemia during 

continuous versus circuit-based PA suggesting that lower reduction could be appropriate for circuit-based sessions (table 2) 

(54). More recently, it was reported that during a 40-min HIE  session, reducing basal rate by 50% or suspending insulin pump 

at PA onset were both effective methods to limit the risk of PA-induced hypoglycemia (17). However, insulin pump suspension 

during HIE have also been reported to decrease the risk of late-onset hypoglycemia during the recovery period (1% of the time 

in the 12-h following PA). In terms of post-HIE hyperglycemia, Aronson et al. (55) reported that a 100 to 150% correction bolus 

implemented just after PA sessions and based on the individual’s insulin correction factor (how much one unit of rapid or 

regular insulin will lower blood glucose) was effective at reducing plasma glucose levels without increasing the risk of delayed 

onset hypoglycemia.  
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Overall, for high intensity PA (e.g. high intensity aerobic, interval and, resistance training), it would be suitable to 

propose less or no insulin BRR as well as less CHO consumption as compared to those recommended for continuous moderate 

PA. Therefore, it would be valuable to suspend the insulin delivery or reduce insulin basal rate by 50% at exercise onset for these 

types of PA. However, the risk of PA-induced late-onset hypoglycemia should be monitored after all types of PA.  

 

Strategies to reduce PA-induced late-onset hypoglycemia in T1D  

PA per se can increase muscle glucose uptake during and early post-exercise (2-3h) due to increased GLUT-4 and the 

working muscles’ energy demand raising the risk of early hypoglycemia. Moreover, the enhanced insulin sensitivity, also seen 

early on, remains pronounced for up to 31-h post-exercise, which combined with the need to replenish muscle and liver 

glycogen stores, increases the risk of late-onset or nocturnal hypoglycemia (11,56). Therefore, applying one or a combination 

of the strategies described previously may be appropriate to prevent hypoglycemia during PA, but might be insufficient to 

reduce or avoid post-PA-hypoglycemia. Here, we will review the existing strategies available to prevent post-PA nocturnal 

hypoglycemia. 

Limited evidence-based data is available to mitigate post-PA hypoglycemia. The current proposed strategies are often 

supported by a single publication and include: 

- PA timing: Gomez and colleagues (57) reported that practicing PA in the morning rather than in the afternoon resulted 

in a significantly reduced risk of late-onset hypoglycemia and was associated with improved metabolic control the 

next day. 

- Qualitative CHO modifications: consuming low-glycemic index (LGI) snacks 1-h pre-PA and 180-min post-PA was found 

to be protective against hypoglycemia for approximately 8-h, but was insufficient to prevent the risk of nocturnal 

hypoglycemia beyond this timeframe (58). 

- Increased CHO intake: the consumption of whole milk or sports drinks containing CHO before, during and after MOD 

also reduced the risk of post-PA hypoglycemia, but did not prevent late-onset nocturnal hypoglycemia events (59). As 

reviewed by Desjardins et al. (60) evidence for the benefit of bedtime snacks to prevent nocturnal hypoglycemia is 

low, but supported by some data after a PA session. 

- Insulin reduction combined with qualitative and quantitative CHO intake: In Campbell et al. (61), participants reduced 

their basal insulin by 20% in the morning before performing late afternoon exercise. One hour before PA-onset, a 

regular CHO meal was consumed, and one-hour post-exercise LGI meal (glycemic index: 37 for LGI vs. 92 for high 
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glycemic index meal) was ingested. Both were combined with an insulin bolus reduction (75% reduction and 50% 

reduction, respectively) and then consumed a late-night LGI snack without insulin bolus. Authors reported that this 

combination effectively reduced the risk of hypoglycemia during and 24-h following the exercise without increasing 

the risk of hyperglycemia.  

- All of the strategies above can be used by individuals with T1D using CSII or MDI. However, for those using CSII, insulin 

BRR is also an option following PA. Taplin et al. (62) indicated that the combination of CSII suspension during prolonged 

MOD sessions followed by a 20% BRR for 6-h (from 21:00 to 3:00) does effectively reduce the risk of post-PA nocturnal 

hypoglycemia. Another study found that a pump suspension during MOD or HIE exercise followed by a 20% BRR during 

4-h of early recovery significantly limited the risk of hypoglycemia during and the following hours after exercise. 

Authors also reported a slightly increased risk of hyperglycemia with HIE (48). Moreover, for the meal following the 

exercise session a 25% meal bolus reduction followed by a bedtime snack with or without bolus and associated with 

a 20% insulin BRR for 6-h also effectively reduces the risk of nocturnal hypoglycemia (16).  

Overall, reducing insulin basal rate by 20% in the early night (e.g. up to 3 AM) for approximately 6-h and/or 

consuming a post-exercise snack as well as a bedtime snack with prudent or without insulin doses to prevent late-

onset post-exercise hypoglycemia appear to be efficient options for MOD. However, no studies have investigated 

insulin basal rate reductions in the early evening to prevent late-onset hypoglycemia after practicing high intensity PA. 
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Figure 3 Insulin BRR strategies during and post exercise 

CSII provides the flexibility of adjusting insulin basal rates and boluses according to people’s specific needs around 

exercise. In the past 20 years, the combination of real-time continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) with CSII, has had a great 

impact on facilitating glucose profiling and helping with diabetes management (66, 67). Tagougui et al. (65) reported that the 

use of the CGM around PA improves glucose management during and after PA in individuals with T1D. However, people living 

with T1D need to be educated about the lower accuracy of these devices during exercise (65).   

In this respect, technological advances such as the artificial pancreas, combining CGM and CSII and predictive suspend 

algorithms have been developed over the past decade. Several studies have evaluated artificial pancreas systems with these 

specific algorithms during PA (15,66,67). As of now, two artificial pancreas systems are being developed: single-hormone 

artificial pancreas delivering insulin, and dual hormone artificial pancreas delivering glucagon and insulin. Several studies have 

compared the efficacy of artificial pancreas systems with usual CSII and reported overall improved glucose control with 

significantly more time spent within the glycemic target range (68). Recent studies looking at the addition of glucagon found 

that the dual hormone artificial pancreas seems to be a more efficient method to maintain normoglycemia than the single-

hormone artificial pancreas system (69,70). Importantly, a more recent study reported that combining the exercise 
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announcement to the single-hormone artificial pancreas system at mealtime with a 33% bolus reduction was an adequate 

strategy to mitigate most of the hypoglycemic risk related to aerobic exercise performed during the post-prandial period (71). 

This study suggests that even in the context of artificial pancreas glucose control some anticipation might be necessary to 

mitigate exercise-induced glucose fluctuations. Integrating CHO counting or CHO ratio learning algorithms to the artificial 

pancreas systems could be an efficient tool to help people with T1D maintain glycemic target levels. However, to our 

knowledge, no study has shown significant effects on glucose variations with this kind of algorithm (72,73). 

Conclusions 

Regular PA is associated with a wide range of proven and potential benefits in individuals living with T1D. However, 

PA-induced blood glucose fluctuations, mainly hypoglycemia, frequently occur during and after PA in this population, 

highlighting the need to provide better recommendations to overcome these adverse events. In order to avoid PA-related 

glycemic events, people with T1D need to combine a wide variety of insulin reduction and/or increase CHO intake strategies 

before, during and after PA. It is necessary to consider key factors such as PA type, intensity, duration, timing of the day, 

relation with food intake as well as active insulin. The hypoglycemic risk and insulin implement specific to the individual, as 

well as possible mitigation strategies such as CGM/Flash glucose monitor (FGM), should be considered as well. CSII provides 

greater flexibility to implement insulin strategies and could thus favor a more active lifestyle. Based on current evidence for 

continuous moderate intensity PA, an 80% BRR, performed 90-min prior to PA might be an effective strategy to reduce 

hypoglycemia (16). For intense, high intensity intermittent exercise or resistance exercise, a CSII suspension or a 50% BRR at 

PA onset could be sufficient (17,54). Less data is available on how to prevent late-onset hypoglycemic risk but a 20 to 25% BRR 

for 6-h in early night hours seems to provide some protection (16,62). Adjusting PA time, duration, and intensity requires a lot 

of trial and error to individualize the strategy or the combination of approaches to prevent PA-associated hypoglycemia. 

Emerging use of CSII in the context of artificial pancreas systems could further minimize blood glucose fluctuations associated 

with PA and thus, reduce the burden of people living with T1D. 
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Table 1 Recommendations for the reduction of pre-meal insulin bolus depending on the duration and intensity of PA (Rabasa-
Lhoret et al., 2001) 

 PA duration PA intensity (%VO2max) 

    25% 50%   75% 

Dose of meal bolus 
reduction (%) 

30-min 25 50 75 

60-min 30 75 Ø 
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1 Blood glucose levels 

Authors Study population Strategies PA description Main outcomes 
during exercise 

Outcomes during 
early recovery 

Outcomes during late 
recovery 

PA without anticipation 

Diabetes Research in 
Children Network 
(DirecNet) Study 
Group, 2006 

 
Diabetes Care 

N=49 children 
Mean A1c: 7.5 ± 0.9 
% 

 

Insulin pump suspension 
(PS) at PA onset  

Or Insulin pump 
continued   

 
Basal rate was resumed 

after 45-min of 
recovery 

 

75-min moderate 
intensity PA (15-min 
walking at 55%VO2max 
interspersed with 5-min 
resting periods, cycle 
repeated three times) 
Timing of PA: ≈ 4-h post-
meal 

↓ BG1 drop with PS (2.4 ± 2.1 
mmol/L vs. 3.5 ± 1.8 mmol/L with 
pump continued) 
Frequency of hypoglycemia with PS 
< Pump continued (16% vs. 43% 
respectively, p=0.003) 

 

4 hypoglycemic 
events within the 45-
min of recovery with 
pump continued  

No data 

Dovc et al. 2017 
Diabetologia 

N=20 children  
Mean A1c: 7.7 ± 0.6 
% 

Insulin pump 
suspension 
Or Closed loop system 
with unannounced PA 
 
Basal rate was 
resumed after 4-h of 
recovery  
 

40-min, continuous 
moderate intensity PA 
(55%VO2max) 
40-min, continuous 
moderate intensity PA 
(55%VO2max) 
interspersed with 20-s 
sprints (80% VO2max) 
every 6-10-min (HIE) 
Timing of PA: ≈ 3.5-h 
post-meal 

Limited time spent in hypoglycemia 
during PA for both types of PA and 
both PS and closed-loop systems 
 
Less time spent in hyperglycemia 
with continuous PA (0.0% vs. 1.1% 
with HIE) 

Limited time spent in 
hypoglycemia the 4-h 
after PA for both 
types of P and both 
PS and closed-loop 
systems 
 

Few hypoglycemic events 
overnight with PS or 
closed loop (4 vs. 3, 
respectively) 

Admon et al. 2005 
Pediatrics 

N=10 children 
Mean A1c: 8.1 ± 0.8 
%  

Pump suspension 
Or 50% BRR 
 
Basal rate was 
resumed after end of 
PA 

40-45-min, moderate 
intensity PA (60%VO2max) 
Timing of PA: 2-h post-
meal 

No difference in BG ↓ during PA 
with PS or BRR (-3.3 ± 3.2 mmol/L 
vs. -4.1 ± 2.8 mmol/L with BRR, 
p=0.48) 

 
No difference in the number of 
hypoglycemic events between the 
strategies 
Hypoglycemic events occurred 
within 20 to 30-min of the PA 
session 

No specific data No difference in the 
number of late 
hypoglycemic events 
between the strategies  
All subjects had 1 to 3 
late hypoglycemic events 
regardless of the strategy 
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2 Blood glucose levels 

Rickels et al. 2018  
Diabetes Care 

N=15 adults 
Mean A1c: 6.8% 

5-min prior to PA start:  
BRR by 50% vs. oral 
glucose tablets (20g at 
PA start + 20g at 30-
min of PA) vs. mini-
dose glucagon (MDG) 
with G-Pen (150µg at 
PA start) 
 
Insulin pump was 
resumed at end of PA 

45-min continuous 
moderate-intensity PA 
(50-55% VO2max) 
 
Timing of PA: after 
overnight fasting (at 
least 8-h)  

BG ↓ with BRR and ↑ with glucose 
tablets and MDG during PA (BG at 
end of PA: 4.7 ± 1.4 vs. 
9.7 ± 3.3 vs. 8.9 ± 2.6 mmol/L, 
respectfully, p<.001) 
 
Time spent with BG<3.8 mmol/L 
(%): 
-BRR: 10 ± 17 
-Glucose tablets: 0 ± 0  
-MDG: 1 ± 0  
 
Time spent with BG>10 mmol/L 
(%): 
-BRR: 1 ± 4 
-Glucose tablets: 28 ± 33 
-MDG: 20 ± 32  

No difference in the 
time spent in 
hypoglycemia nor 
hyperglycemia 
between the 
strategies 
 
 

No difference in the time 
spent in hypoglycemia 
nor hyperglycemia 
between the strategies  

Zaharieva et al. 2017 
 
Diabetes Technol 
Ther 

N=12 adults 
Mean A1c: 7.0 ± 0.9 
%  

Insulin pump 
suspension at exercise 
onset 

 
Basal rate was 
resumed at end of PA 

40-min, continuous 
moderate intensity PA 
(40-50%VO2max) 
40-min, circuit-based PA: 
3 series of 13 exercises 
Timing of PA: 4-h post-
meal 

BG2 ↓continuous moderate PA ˃ 
circuit-based PA (from pre-PA to 
end of PA: 9.5 ± 0.7 to 5.7 ± 0.4 
mmol/L and 8.1 ± 0.4 to 6.8 ± 0.6 
mmol/L, respectively; p<0.05) 

↓ BG variability after 
circuit-based PA 

↑ time spent in 
hypoglycemia (+12-h 
post-PA) with moderate 
PA (10% vs. 3% with 
circuit-based PA) 
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3 Basal rate reduction 

Zaharieva et al. 2020 
Can J Diabetes 

N=12 adults  
Mean A1c: 7.0 ± 0.9 
%  

Pump suspension at PA 
onset  
Or BRR by 50%  
 
Basal rate was 
resumed at end of PA 

40-min HIE circuit (4-min 
walk, 45-s marching on 
the spot with dumbbells, 
60-s squats with front 
sweeps, 4 jumping jacks, 
30-s quadruped, 2 
jumping jacks, 4 push-
ups, 20-s prone forearm 
plank, 4-min cycling at 
moderate intensity; 
repeated three times) 
Timing of PA: ≈ 4-h post-
meal 

No difference in BG variation 
during both strategies 

No more time spent 
in hypoglycemia 
during the 12-h 
following PA with 
50% BRR or PS 

 

Franc et al. 2015 

Diabetes Obes. 
Metab 

N= 20 adults 
Mean A1c:7.9 ± 
0.9%   

Continuous moderate 
PA: BRR3 by 50% or 
80% at start of exercise 
Continuous intense 
PA: BRR by 80% or 
pump suspension at 
start of PA 
Basal rate was 
resumed after 2-h of 
recovery  

30-min, continuous 
moderate intensity PA 
(50%VO2pic),  
30-min, continuous 
Intense PA (75%VO2pic) 
Timing of PA: 3-h post-
meal 

Continuous moderate PA:  
↑ hypoglycemic events with 50% 
BRR compared with rest (p=0.03). 
No more hypoglycemic events with 
80%BRR compared with rest 
(p=0.58) 
Continuous intense PA: 
hypoglycemic events between 
pump suspension ≈rest (p=0.14).  
Hypoglycemic events during PA 
with 80% BRR ˃with rest 
(p=0.0028) 

No data No difference in the 
number of hypoglycemic 
events overnight for any 
PA session (vs. rest) 
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PA with anticipation 

PA undertaken in the post-absorptive period 
Roy-Fleming 

et al. 2018 

Diabetes 
Metab 

N= 22 adults  
Mean A1c: 

56.3 ± 10.2 
mmol/mol 
(7-7,5%) 

80% BRR, 40-
min or 20-min 
prior to PA vs. 
at start of PA 
(T0) 

 
No mention of 

when basal 
rate was 
resumed 

45-min moderate 
intensity PA at 
60%V02pic 

Timing of PA: 3-h 
post-lunch 

Time spent in hypoglycemia 
was equivalent for either 
timing of reduction 
(p=0.19). 

Reducing BRR up to 40-min 
prior to PA was 
insufficient to prevent 
hypoglycemia.  

 

No data No data 

Zaharieva et 
al., 2019 

 
Diabetes Care 

N=17 adults  
Mean A1c: 

6.5 ± 0.5% 

80% or 50% 
BRR, 90-min 
prior to PA 

Or pump 
suspension at 
PA onset 

Basal rate 
resumed at 
the end of PA 

30-min rest 
followed by a 
standardized 
meal 
consumption 
with 25% 
insulin bolus 
reduction 

 

60-min 
continuous 
moderate 
intensity at 45-
55%VO2peak 

 
Timing of PA: ≈ 3-
h post-lunch 

Less ↓ in BG with 80% (T-
90) compared with the 
other strategies (-1.7 ± 
3.2 vs. -2.6 ± 2.8 mmol/L 
with 50% BRR and 3.7 ± 
2.3 mmol/L with PS) 

Hypoglycemic events: 1 
with 80% BRR and 
with50%BRR, 7 with PS 

BRR set 90 min pre-PA may 
decreases hypoglycemia 
risk during PA better than 
PS. 

 

 A post-PA 
strategy was 
tested to 
prevent late 
onset 
hypoglycemia.  
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Table 2 Studies evaluating basal insulin reduction strategies to prevent PA induced hypoglycemia among individuals with T1D using CSII

McAuley et 
al. 2016 

Diabetologia 

n=14 adults 
Mean A1c: 

7.2 ± 0.5 

50% BRR, 60-
min prior to 
PA 

30-min moderate 
intensity PA or 
rest 

 
Timing of PA: no 

data 

During exercise, 3 
participants required 
glucose supplementation 
to prevent/ treat 
hypoglycemia (baseline 
glucose was 5.0 ± 0.1 
mmol/L).  

BG ↑ during PA: + 0.8 ± 0.2 
mg/dL (BG at baseline 8.4 
± 0.5 mmol/L) 

Circulating free insulin 
↑with PA (+ 6 ± 2 pmol/L 
after 15 min; + 5 ± 2 
pmol/L after 30 min; 
p<0,001) 

No 
hypoglycem
ia occurred 
during the 
2-h 
following 
PA 

BG kept 
increasing 
after 
PA(p<0.001) 

No data 
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